
 

Divine Harmonics
 

The soul’s sphere of  
magnetic-creative influence

This opening onto your souls tonal sound magnetic gateway unto 
the, shall we say — the music of the spheres — is your souls divine 
harmonics. This will assist you in opening individual soul sound 
consciousness fields of light in which all souls learning light 
field education/evolution through the vibrational and energetic 

frequencies of color sound tone creative magnetics.

This cosmic interaction within the exchange of magnetic 
fields at higher octaves of individual soul light frequencies 
that is opening and functioning beyond your electromagnetic 
Earth field wavelength is being held in a magnetic soul 

separation of polarity. 

Your soul within its creative process and magnetic 
influence in transcending, a limited light field spectrum 

of magnetic separation. 

Thereby breaking the magnetic chains of the social magnetic 
consciousness of energy limitations thereby transcending 
beyond a  soul separation. And on to your souls individual 
sphere of magnetic creative influence. This galactic light 
interaction of magnetic interplay of mind field consciousness 

on levels of pure light ray frequencies. 



You the conscious personality and your Earth core worldly 
beliefs and mankind’s  projection and self created limitations 
of mind field entrapments manifesting limited projection of self 
created limitations of self created fears and control that are being 
held within the mind’s consciousness field as frequency energy 
manifesting and creating a lower spectrum frequency of limited 

experience and unconscious magnetic patterns. 

Yes right now, most of you are operating and functioning outside 
of yourself with an unconscious and conscious field of light 
window within your 3-dimensional reality here on planet earth. 
You and others are operating and functioning outside of yourself 
for the most part. And are creating and manifesting a limited 
energy experience due to mis-information of you operating and 

functioning outside of yourself. 

Your human physical chemical body structure and central 
nervous system is interfacing within the exchange of energy 
frequencies with your soul’s crystalline piezoelectric soul field 
of light. And is in a vibrational and magnetic emotional process 
of learning and experiencing this process of converting matter 
back into your souls light body crystalline field. This interaction 

is between you chemical and electrical forces.

This is a piezoelectric process which is attempting to blend 
magnetic-frequencies and the soul’s individual tonal evolutionary 
soul field. To evolve beyond old limiting patterns of brain/mind/

body limitations. 



This process within your physical chemical body is your bodies 
facia (skin, nerves, blood, cells, central nervous system) is 
functioning on a polarity field. this interaction is between 
chemical and electrical forces and is mirror a piezoelectric process 
of chemical and electrical interactions of exchanges evolutionary 

stage of physical and spiritual soul evolution.

Through your interactions within the exchange of energy 
brain projections are creating & recreating reaction 
and contraction of what you label energy issues of fear  
  F—Failed   E—Energy      A—Assimilated      R—Response/
Reaction. This is an automatic brain response/reaction/
projection of magnetic patterns that are contained within your 
soul’s light crystalline body field which surrounds your physical 
chemical body (which what you call your Aura) that is attempting 
to transform into your soul’s light field body within a physical 

chemical body here on planet Earth. 

Auto-response mind/brain projection creating a magnetic 
holding pattern within your physical chemical body and central 
nervous system. This electrical—chemical—reaction—response 
is holding lower field emotional magnetic energy issues of 
self limiting soul containments of feeling powerless and being 
powerless here on planet Earth and disallowing soul freedom to 

be fully embodied here on planet Earth. 

Frequency Tonal sound Oscillation of Magnetic Frequencies 
that are held vibrationally, within your central nervous system 
and your souls energy body field - will and can alter time mind 
consciousness in the opening of an optical window allowing the 



aperture of consciousness to open and expand thereby allowing 
more light consciousness awareness to be revealed to you from 

your soul’s light field. 

This window of consciousness we speak of—within your time 
mind space of conscious awareness is regulated by the optical 
vortex center within the matrix polarity of separation within 
time’s unconscious space window within your 3 dimensional 
reality of what you, the conscious personality perceive, that 
can processed within your central nervous system and physical 

chemical body vehicle.

Your consciousness of 3D is mirroring thought — brain 
projections of lower fields of creation inside or outside worldly 
events — past to future in real time space — Meaning - what you 
see and experience mirrors manifesting and creating within the 

time mind space window of consciousness awareness. 

This awareness is regulated by your optical vortex within your 
brain centers. Within matrix polarity of magnetic separation 
within time space window of your 3 dimensional reality of what 
the conscious personality can perceive, believe and process within 
the central nervous biological system of your 3 dimensional body.

This harmonic frequency upgrading and opening on to higher 
evolutionary magnetics that we speak of, is full frequency access 
as well as a holographic alignment allowing full access of the 
soul’s light to be activated within the soul’s Earth physical 

chemical body vehicle. 

This will allow magnetic integration of individual soul creative 
harmonics within the soul’s physical chemical body vehicle as 



one unified field of light. Within it’s creative field of magnetic 
influence. These souls that can integrate and carry these soul 
harmonics, will become beings of light and they will be known 

as whole light beings.

These whole light beings of light from the Galactic Councils of 
Golden Light, are here to oversee soul advancement, evolution 
reorganization, restructuring, and renewal and will be the planet 
Earth’s and mankind’s new soul assistants and guardians in a 

spiritual-guidance capacity. 

They will assist planet Earth in becoming the Garden of Eden 
that God deemed it to be. A new era of full expression of truth of 
mind and heart and soul will be fully expressed without any soul 

limitations bringing soul unity of oneness to all.

Allowing God’s children of light source, to live with beauty, grace, 
and abundance, and love in it’s true and full expression here on 
planet Earth once again. Thereby allowing all souls freedom of 

all as-one, to experience patterns of wholeness and oneness. 

May the Earth-quartz 
crystal 

be with you! 


